Who Understands Emotions But Me?
1. I cannot fly like superman or have super strength
2. I can use technology to make amazing things
3. I cannot run faster than the fastest man in the world
4. I can type over 80 words per minute
5. I cannot do parkour over buildings
6. I can play the piano
7. I cannot write the most complex music in the world
8. I can do music theory
9. Who understands me when I look at my qualities?
10. Who understands me when I look at my flaws?
11. Depression,
12. I found my flaws surrounding depression
13. Depression is taken by my failures and becomes powerful
14. Depression follows the path of failures and flaws
15. It reaches into deeper regions
16. And found many parts of my failures and flaws
17. It gains new sight to see through walls of positivity
18. And gains more abilities to darken me
19. But I can see happiness and joy through depression
20. Happiness sees my qualities and embraces them
21. Happiness says things like,
22. “Look at these amazing things you can do” or
23. “You truly are amazing at what you do”
24. Happiness brings along joy to work together
25. Joy shows the great things in life
26. Joy is able to say
27. “Look at all your friends you have” or
28. “Look at all the good grades you’ve gotten”
29. Joy is able to look at each situation
30. And brings happiness to it
31. And it is able to uplift my day
32. Joy and Happiness both fight off Depression
33. And they both bring my success and qualities
34. And bring them through my failures and flaws
35. And through the deeper regions
36. And through depression
37. To bring the greatness out of my day
38. And sorrow out of my mind.

KeyParallelism
Figurative Language
Repetition

Personification Lines 32, 26-28, 20-23, 13-14 These all show a human character essences for these abstract
and non-human ideas. These ideas are able to be a character through personification rather
than an idea in this text.
RepetitionLines 15-16, 17-18 In lines 15-16, they both show how Depression is trying have more to their
power so that he can use it to darken me. In lines 17-18, Depression is gaining new things due
to them trying to have more to their power.
ParallelismLines 1-10, 14,16,34
In lines 1-10, I use, “I cannot” and “I can” so display my flaws and qualities. In lines 14, 16, and
34, I use the phrase, “flaws and qualities” to show what is being used by Depression.

